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RED RADIANCE—One of the best Hybrid Teas

RIVERDALE NURSERIES AND GARDENS, INC.
Best Varieties of Trees and Plants for New England
WEST SPRINGFIELD, Massachusetts
TEL. RIVER 507
Hart's Rose Varieties for The

J. L. Mock

Mrs. Aaron Ward

Étoile de France

Pink Radiance
Frau Karl Druschki

Columbia

Sunburst

Mme. Butterfly
THE SIMPLE ROSE GARDEN

Here are shown four simple planting plans for laying out a rose garden with this special collection of a dozen two-year-old heavily rooted bushes.

If you are planning more than one bed or wish to combine any of these plans for extended display, just order a corresponding number of these collections.

### SPECIAL ROSE COLLECTION

**With Key to Planting Plans**

1. Gruss an Teplitz
2. Etoile de France
3. J. L. Mock
4. Pink Radiance
5. Los Angeles
6. Columbia
7. Mme. Butterfly
8. Mrs. Aaron Ward
9. Sunburst
10. Souv. de Claud. Pernet
11. White Killarney
12. Frau Karl Druschki

Crimson
Crimson
Carmine-pink
Rose-pink
Salmon-pink
Bright pink
Light pink
Golden-buff
Orange-yellow
Yellow
White
White

### PLAN No. 1

Size 4½ x 8 feet. Requires one collection, allowing three rose bushes to each of the four sections.

### PLAN No. 2

Size 6 x 12 feet. A single collection provides eight rose bushes (Nos. 1 to 8) for the outer border and four varieties (Nos. 9 to 12) for the inner one.

### PLAN No. 3

Size 5 x 15 feet. This collection of twelve varieties can be effectively arranged in this curved border, spaced about 2 feet apart in a double row.

### PLAN No. 4

Size 3 x 20 feet. The conventional running border. The rose collection should be set out in a staggered row in the order named in list.
THE FORMAL ROSE GARDEN

Two plans of widely different form showing how the clipped hedge frames the garden with formal effect and makes an ideal background for the colorful blooms.

**PLAN No. 5**
Size 28 feet in diameter. Scale, 1 inch = 10 feet. Clipped Hedge Border. Requires two of these rose collections for the outside circular beds, allowing six plants to each of the four sections. The inner beds, set out to low-growing perennials, provide a lively complement to the more dignified rose array. A sun dial or gazing globe forms the central figure.

**PLAN No. 6**
Size 23 x 46 feet. Scale, 1 inch = 10 feet. Clipped Hedge Border. Requires four of these rose collections, allowing a dozen plants set out two feet apart in a double staggered row in each of the four corner sections. The inner beds may be used for low-growing perennials, or annuals. A garden seat and bird bath are needed to complete this plan.